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Finding Bent-Double Radio Galaxies: A Case Study in Data Mining

I. K. Fodor, E. Cantd-Paz, C. Kamath, N. Tang
Center for Applied Scientific Computing
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, CA 94551

Abstract

This paper presents our early results in applying data
mining techniques to the problem of finding radio-
emitting galaxies with a bent-double morphology. In
the past, astronomers on the FIRST (Faint Images of
the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm) survey have detected such
galaxies by first inspecting the radio images visually to
identify probable bent-doubles, and then conducting ob-
servations to confirm that the galaxy is indeed a bent-
double. Our goal is to replace this visual inspection by
a semi-automated approach. In this paper, we present a
brief overview of data mining, describe the features we
use to discriminate bent-doubles from non-bent-doubles,
and discuss the challenges faced in defining meaning-
ful features in a robust manner. Our experiments show
that data mining, using decision trees, can indeed be
a viable alternative to the visual identification of bent-
double galaxies.

1 Introduction

Data mining is a process concerned with uncovering pat-
terns, associations, anomalies, and statistically signifi-
cant structures and events in data (Kamath and Mu-
sick, 2000, and the references therein). One of the steps
in data mining is pattern recognition, where a pattern
is identified using measurable features or attributes ex-
tracted from the data. Data mining, as illustrated in
Figure 1, is an interactive and iterative process involv-
ing data pre-processing, search for patterns, and inter-
pretation of the results. Input from domain scientists
is an integral part of the data mining process, and fre-
quently results in the refinement of one or more steps.
The pre-processing of the data is a very important and
time consuming first step as features relevant to the pat-
tern have to be extracted from raw input data.

As part of the Sapphire project at
LLNL (http://www.llnl.gov/casc/sapphire), we are de-
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veloping an object-oriented parallel framework for min-
ing massive scientific data sets. One of these data sets is
the FIRST survey, where we are interested in identifying
radio-emitting galaxies with a bent-double morphology.
In this paper we describe our early experiences in apply-
ing data mining techniques to solve this problem. We
show that the success of a pattern recognition technique,
such as decision trees, is dependent on the features we
have extracted from the raw data. Finding relevant fea-
tures that are scale, rotation, and translation invariant is
non-trivial. Further, defining these features in a robust
and consistent manner can be a challenge as well.

The outline of this paper is as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes the FIRST survey, and outlines the problem of
detecting bent-double radio galaxies. Section 3 provides
details on the approach we have taken to address the dif-
ficulties encountered in solving this problem. Section 4
reports our results, focusing on the important role played
by the data pre-processing step in data mining. Section 5
concludes with a summary and future work.

2 The FIRST Survey

The FIRST -- Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-
cm -- survey (Becker et. al 1995) is a project that was
started in 1993 with the goal of producing the radio
equivalent of the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey. Us-
ing the Very Large Array (VLA) at the National Ra-
dio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO), FIRST is sched-
uled to cover more than 10,000 square degrees of the
northern and southern galactic caps, to a flux density
limit of 1.0 mJy (milli-Jansky). At present, with the
data from the 1993 through 1998 observations, FIRST
has covered about 6,000 square degrees, producing more
than 20,000 two-million pixel images. At a thresh-
old of lmJy, there are approximately 90 radio emit-
ting galaxies, or radio sources, in a typical square de-
gree. Note that the results of this paper are based
on the 1998 catalog, including data from 1993-1997.
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Figure 1: Data mining: an iterative and interactive process.
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Figure 2: Examples of FIRST images and catalog entries.



Radio sources exhibit a wide range of morphological
types that provide clues to the source class, emission
mechanism, and properties of the surrounding medium.
Of particular interest are sources with a bent-double
morphology as they indicate the presence of clusters of
galaxies, a key project within the FIRST survey. The
current approach used by FIRST scientists for the de-
tection of bent-doubles is a manual one. They first look
at the image of a radio source to see if it could be la-
beled as a bent-double. If two out of three astronomers
agree that the galaxy is likely to be a bent-double, then
additional observations are carried out to confirm that
the galaxy is indeed a bent-double. The visual inspec-
tion of the radio images, besides being very subjective, is
also becoming increasingly infeasible as the survey grows
in size. Our long-term goal is to automate this process
of classifying galaxies as bent-doubles using techniques
from data mining.

2.1 Data from the FIRST Survey

The data from FIRST, both raw and postpro-
cessed, are readily available on the FIRST website
(http://sundog.stsci.edu/). A user friendly interface en-
ables easy access to radio sources at a given RA (Right
Ascension, analogous to longitude) and Dee (declination,
analogous to latitude) position in the sky.

There are two forms of data available for use -- im-
age maps and a catalog. For example, in Figure 2, we
show an image map containing examples of two bent-
doubles. These large image maps are mostly "empty",
that is, composed of background noise. Each map covers
approximately 0.45 square degrees area of the sky, and
has pixels which are 1.8 arc seconds wide.

In addition to the image maps, FIRST also provides
a source catalog (White et. al 1997). This catalog is ob-
tained by processing an image map in order to fit two-
dimensional elliptic Gaussians to each radio source. For
example, the lower bent-double in Figure 2 is approx-
imated by more than seven Gaussians while the upper
one is approximated by three Ganssians. There is an up-
per limit to the number of Gaussians that are used to fit
each radio source. As a result, highly complex sources
are not approximated well using just the information in
the catalog. Each entry in the catalog corresponds to the
information on a single Gaussian. This includes, among
other things, the RA and Dec for the center of the Gaus-
sian, the major and minor axes, the peak flux, and the
position angle of the major axis (degrees counterclock-
wise from North).

3 Identifying Bent-Doubles

As illustrated in Figure 2, we have data at two extremes:
the 200 Gigabyte image maps with the very few "inter-
esting" pixels corresponding to the radio sources, and
the 59 Megabyte catalog data with information about
parts of a radio source. We could use either, or both, of
these data to extract the features for the identification of
the bent doubles. We decided to start with the features
from the catalog for several reasons:

The astronomers believed that the catalog was a
good approximation to all but the most complex of
radio sources.

¯ It was easier to work with the catalog as it was
smaller.

Processing the very large image maps for extracting
relevant features for the bent-double problem was
expected to be difficult and time consuming due to
lack of parallel image processing software.

The FIRST astronomers indicated that several of
the features they thought were important in identi-
fying bent-doubles were easily calculated from the
catalog.

In this paper, we present the results using features
based only on the catalog. In Section 4, we comment on
the effects of this decision.

Having decided to work with the information in the
FIRST catalog, the first step in classifying the bent-
doubles was to group the catalog entries, i.e. the elliptic
Gaussians, into radio sources. Our algorithm starts with
an entry in the catalog, searches for other entries within a
region of interest of 0.96 arc minutes, restarts the search
from each newly found entry, and repeats until no more
catalog entries are found within the region of interest.
All catalog entries found in this search are collected to
form a radio source. Next, the algorithm repeats the
entire grouping procedure starting from the next avail-
able catalog entry, excluding the entries that are part of
already existing radio sources. The initial size of the re-
gion of interest provided by the astronomers was 1.0 arc
minute, but, since the pixels are 1.8 arc seconds wide,
this value was changed to 0.96 arc minutes to obtain an
integer number of pixels.

In grouping the entries, once a new entry was found
within the region of interest, the search could continue
from either 1) the center of the new entry, or, 2) the
center of mass of the entries that make up the source.
Our experience indicated that the choice of the starting
point had little effect on the resulting grouping.



Note that it is not very difficult to find cases where the
catalog entries from one radio source are within 0.96 arc
minutes of the catalog entries of a different radio source.
For example, Figure 3 with the image centered at RA
= 10h50m08.5 s and Dec = +30°40q5" (J2000 coordi-
nates), shows two radio sources, a bent-double in the
lower left corner, and a ring-like structure in the up-
per right corner. While in three dimensions, these radio
sources may be far from each other, in a two~dimensional
projection, they appear close together. Such examples
illustrate why the task of automated detection of bent
doubles is a rather hard problem, and one reason why
visual inspection of an image is followed by detailed ob-
servations to confirm that the galaxy is a bent-double.
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Figure 3: An example image from the FIRST website.

After grouping the entries into complex radio sources,
we separated the data depending on the number of cat-
alog entries making up the sources. There is a data set
each for all the 1-entry sources, all the 2-entry sources,
all the 3-entry sources, and all the 4plus-entry sources.
This separation by the number of catalog entries was
done for several reasons. First, we knew that, using fea-
tures from only the catalog, there were unlikely to be
any "bent-doubles" in the single catalog entry sources.
This was because a single elliptic Gaussian could not
be "bent". Further, there are relatively few 4plus-entry
sources, all of which are "interesting" to the astronomers,
regardless of whether they are bent-doubles or not. So,
we simply flag them and report them to the scientists.
This approach also helped us to address the case where
there are two radio sources close to each other, with each
composed of at least two catalog entries.

Having removed the single-entry, and the 4plus-entry
radio sources from consideration, we further split the
sources into two- and three-entry sources. This was ’done
as the number of features extracted depends on the num-

ber of catalog entries, and we wanted a feature vector
with a uniform length. However, this also meant that the
size of the training set for the detection of bent-doubles
was now divided into smaller training sets.

For the 1998 catalog, containing observations from
1993 through 1997, the number of radio sources as a
function of the number of catalog entries is as follows:

# Catalog entries # Radio sources
1 311785
2 40134
3 9235
4+ 4765

Once the radio sources (including the training set)
were separated based on the number of catalog entries
in the galaxy, we derived the features listed in Sec-
tion 3.1 for the two and three entry sources. Next,
using the appropriate training set, we created the de-
cision trees for the identification of two and three en-
try radio sources. These trees were created using
the C5.0 decision tree software package (Rulequest Re-
search, http://www.rulequest.com). We also ran cross-
validation experiments to determine the accuracy of the
tree as the features used were varied.

We are currently in the process of running the most
accurate decision tree, constructed with C5.0 from the
initial training set, on the unlabeled radio sources. We
plan to show a small sample of the new bent and non-
bent-doubles to the astronomers and use their input to
enhance the training set. The process will then be re-
peated until we have a large enough training set to have
confidence in the tree generated.

3.1 Features for Bent-Doubles
This section describes various potential features that
might be used to discriminate galaxies with bent-double
morphology. Some of the features are directly taken
from the FIRST catalog, some are derived from the basic
ones in the catalog, and some are closely related. Note
that we keep a few "features" for bookkeeping purposes
only. Our focus is on features that are scale, rotation
and translation invariant, as the pattern we are look-
ing for, namely the bent-double, is scale, rotation, and
translation invariant. We are also interested in features
that are robust, that is, not sensitive to small changes
in the data (White, 1999). Of course, it goes without
saying that the features we select must be relevant to
the problem.

We identified the features for the bent-double prob-
lem through extensive conversations with FIRST as-
tronomers. As we asked them to justify their decision
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in identifying a radio source as a bent-double, it became
apparent that greater focus was placed on spatial fea-
tures such as distances and angles. Frequently, the as-
tronomers would characterize a bent-double as a radio-
emitting "core" with one or more additional components
at various angles, which were usually side-wakes left by
the core as it moved relative to the Earth.

We next list all the features we calculated based on
our conversations with the astronomers. These features
have been included here both for illustrative purposes,
and for future reference. However, as some of them do
not scale, or are not rotation invariant, it does not make
sense to include them all in constructing the decision
tree.

3.1.1 Features per catalog entry

The following list enumerates potential features pertain-
ing to a single catalog entry.

1. peak_flux: the peak flux value (mJy)

2. total_area - " maj rain. the total areaofthe entry,
4

as measured by the fitted elliptical Gaussian, where
maj and rain are the lengths of the major and of
the minor axes, respectively

3. int_ttux: the integrated flux value (mJy)

4. ra: the right ascension RA (decimal hours)

5. dec: the declination Dec (decimal hours)

6. ellipticity = maj ~ 1: a measure of the the entry’s
mln --

ellipticity, with one being a circular entry

7. rms: the local noise estimate (mJy) at the position
of the entry in the sky

8. sidelobe: {0/1} flag, 1 if the entry might be a side-
lobe of a nearby bright source, 0 otherwise

9. maj: the size of the major axis (arc seconds)

10. min: the size of the minor axis (arc seconds)

11. diffusion = int-flux .total .... . a measure of diffusion

12. SNR = peak-flux-0.25 : the peak flux density sig-
rms

nal to noise ratio (the 0.25 reflects a bias correction
documented in the FIRST survey); it can also be
thought of as a "standardized" peak flux quantity

13. polnt_source: {0/I} flag, 1 if the entry is a point
source (its maj less than 2 arc seconds), and 0 oth-
erwise "

Figure 4: Two examples of 2-entry fitted radio sources.

14. flux: set to peak_flux for point sources, and to
int_tlux for extended sources

15. position_angle: the angle (degrees) of the major
axis, measured counterclockwise from north -- for
entry B, the angles indicated by an arrow in Fig-
ure 4, about 45° in the left, and about (180 - 45)°

in the right (0 for entry A in both cases)

Note that maj and min denote the entire lengths of
the axes, i.e. the lengths between the two intersection
points of the corresponding axis and the ellipse (as op-
posed to the lengths from the center of the ellipse to one
of the intersection points). Also, the detection limit of
the survey is about 2 arc seconds, so any maj or min
less than 2 arc seconds is set to 2 arc seconds.

3.1.2 Pairwise features

The potential features for a 2-entry radio source or two
catalog entries as a pair are listed below. Features 1
through 9 characterize a 2-entry radio source, and fea-
tures 10 through 22 pertain to any two entries taken
together. This distinction will become clearer in the 3-
entry radio source case, Section 3.1.3, where the meaning
of features 4-9 will change to include all three compo-
nents, and the features will include all three combina-
tions of the last 13 pairwise features. Figure 4 shows
two possible geometries for fitted 2-entry sources (i.e.
the fitted elliptical Gaussians in the plane).

1. id: radio source identification number, for book-
keeping purposes only



2. hemisphere: radio source hemisphere, for book-
keeping purposes only

3. num_ce=2: number of entries in the source, for
bookkeeping purposes only

4. total_area: the sum of the two total areas

5. peak_flux: the max of the two peak fluxes

6. sumAnt_flux: the sum of the two integrated fluxes

7. avg_diffusion: the mean of the two diffusions

8. tot_elliptic: the sum of the two ellipticities

9. flux: the max of the two fluxes

10. com_dist: distance between the two centers

11. rel_dist = 4 .... dist12
majl+minl+maj2+min2: a measure of

the relative distance between the two entries, values
close to one indicating nearly intersecting entries

12. rel_pflux: ratio of the two peak fluxes

13. rel_flux: ratio of the two fluxes

14. rel_maj: ratio of the two majors

15. rel_iflux: ratio of the two integrated fluxes

16. rel_ellip: ratio of the two ellipticities

17. pair_angle_geom: angle formed by the position
angles of the two major axes, as calculated geomet-
rically - angle AMB in both panels of Figure 4

18. pair_angle_diff: angle formed by the position an-
gles of the two major axes, as calculated by the ab-
solute difference in the two position angles -- about
10 - 451° = 45° in the left, and about 10 - 1351° =
135° in the right panel of Figure 4

19. angle_flag: {0/1} flag, 1 if pair_angle_geom is
unstable (e.g. could flip from a to 180 - c~), and 
otherwise

20. avg_SNR: the mean of the two signal to noise ratios

21. max_SNR: the largest of the two signal to noise
ratios

22. rel_S1NR: the ratio of the two signal to noise ratios

The features for 2-entry radio sources include the 22
pairwise features above and the 2 × 15 single entry fea-
tures for the two components listed in Section 3.1.1. The
ordering in 2-entry sources is according to the maximum
integrated flux. For 3-entry sources, the pairwise fea-
tures are given in certain orders, depending on the or-
dering scheme - see Section 3.1.3:

N

B a

C

Figure 5: An example of a 3-entry fitted radio source.

3.1.3 Triple features

Potential features characterizing three catalog entries are
reported below. These descriptions assume the entries
are ordered such that entry A is the core, and ABC de-
notes the triangle formed by the three entry centers. The
two non-core entries, B and C, can be ordered in differ-
ent ways, as explained in the paragraph following the list.
Figure 5 depicts a characteristic fitted 3-entry source ge-
ometry. The notation of the following features refer to
Figure 5.

1. id: radio source id, for bookkeeping purposes only

2. hemisphere: radio source hemisphere for book-
keeping purposes only

3. num_ce=3: number of entries in the source, for
bookkeeping purposes only

4. total_area: the sum of the three total areas

5. peak_flux: the max of the three peak fluxes

6. sum_Jar_flux: the sum of the three integrated
fluxes

7. avg_diffusion: the mean of the three diffusions

.

9.

10.

tot_elliptic: the sum of the three ellipticities

flux: the max of the three fluxes

core_angle: the core angle, defined as the angle
BAC in the triangle above



11. angle_ab: angle ACB in the triangle above (be-
tween sides a and b)

12. angle_ac: angle ABC in the triangle above (be-
tween sides a and c)

13. total_bend_geom: the total bentness of the
source, as measured by the sum of the two pair-

wise angles pair_angle_geomA, B = AMB and
pair_angle_geomA, C = ANC

14. totaLbend_diff: the total bentness of the source,
as measured by the sum of the two pairwise angles
pair_angle_diffA,B =
[position_angleA -- posltlon_angles I and
pair_angle_diffA,C =
Iposition-angleA -- position_anglecI

15. ari_angle BC
----aCOSAB+AC: a measure of bentness

(Lehar 2000) due to Ari Buchalter (in the reference,
Ari proposed this angle if BC > max{AB, AC}, i.e.
the entries are ordered as in II. in the next para-
graph)

16. sum_com_dist: the sum of the three pairwise
com_dist

17. sum_rel_dist: the sum of the three pairwise
rel_dist

18. axial_sym: a symmetry measure given by the ratio
of the ellipticities of entries B and C

19. ari_sym = ACX-g : a symmetry measure (Lehar 2000)
due to Ari Buchalter (in the reference, Ari proposed
this feature if BC > AB > AC, i.e. the entries are
ordered as in II. in the next paragraph)

20. another_sym =AB+BC+AcAB+AC :

measure
another symmetry

21. cons_demote: {0/1} flag, 1 if one of the non-core
entries is far from the core, and 0 otherwise [B is
considered far if AB > 2 × const × (majh -{- majB),
where const is currently set to 3 arc seconds, and
similarly for C]

The features for 3-entry radio sources include the 21
triple features above, the 3 × (last 13) pairwise features
listed in Section 3.1.2, and the 3 × 15 single features listed
in Section 3.1.1.

There are various ways of selecting the core and order-
ing the entries in 3-entry radio sources. We considered
the three methods described below.

Choose the entry with the largest integrated flux as
the core. Order the entries as: A (maximum inte-
grated flux), B (second largest integrated flux), 
(smallest integrated flux). Note that this is a some-
what ad-hoc ordering, with no real astronomical ba-
sis behind it.

II. Choose the core as the entry opposite the largest
side of the triangle formed by the centers of the three
ellipses. Order the entries as: A (opposite largest
side), B (opposite second largest side), C (opposite
smallest side).

III. Choose the core to be the entry opposite the side
that is most unlike the other two sides. Order the
entries as: A (the center such that the two sides of
the triangle that meet at that center are closest in
length), B (the center such that the two sides of the
triangle that meet at that center are second closest
in length), C (the center such that the two sides 
the triangle that meet at that center are farthest in
length).

For the 3-entry sources, we repeated the feature ex-
traction step separately for each of the three ordering
methods, and ran the decision tree algorithm on the
three different sets of features.

4 Results Using Decision Trees

As mentioned earlier, we expect that some of the fea-
tures will not be important in finding bent-doubles. For
example, the position in the sky, that is, the (RA, Dec)
coordinates, should not influence the results, at least as
long as bent-doubles are approximately randomly dis-
tributed over the celestial sphere. However, our initial
experiments with decision trees indicated that the co-
ordinates were influential. On further investigation, we
realized that when the astronomers provided us exam-
ples of non-bent-doubles to use in our training set, they
had focused on a small section of the sky, thus making
the coordinates influential. In this case, the decision tree
was "right", but there was a problem in the features we
used in training. While we expected the decision tree
to focus on the features which are discriminating, this
experiment illustrated the important role played by do-
main knowledge in the selection of features. As a result,
in the remaining sections, we exclude all the bookkeeping
"features" and the position coordinates from the analy-
ses.

We next summarize the preliminary results of our ex-
periments on the bent-double problem. We first make
the following observations:



¯ We are working with a relatively small training set
(118 examples for two-catalog entry sources, and
195 for the three-catalog entry sources). As the bent XVal
and non-bent-doubles have to be manually labeled
by FIRST scientists, putting together an adequate
training set is a non-trivial task. As explained ear-
lier, we plan to enhance our small training set by 0
using feedback from the astronomers on the results 1
of the preliminary decision trees. 2

3
¯ Scientists are often subjective in their labeling of 4

galaxies as bent or non-bent. This would imply that 5
the training set itself is not very accurate. 6

¯ We are currently using features from only the cat- 7

alog. We would therefore expect that if the "bent- 8

ness" of a radio-source was adequately captured by 9

the catalog, we would do well in identifying a bent-
double. Mean

SE
Our initial experiments found that these observations

played an important role in the case of the two-entry
radio sources. Using only catalog-based features with
the limited training set, the decision trees created were XVal
erratic. In cross validation experiments, we found that ....
the tree strongly depended on the subset selected from
the full training set. The misclassification errors that re-
sulted were also relatively high, on the order of 20%. We
therefore defer a detailed analysis of the 2-entry sources
until later, when we can refine the features, add image-
based features, and increase the training sample.

We next present the results for the 3-entry radio
sources.

4.1 3-entry sources

For the three catalog entry sources, the training set con-
sists of 195 labeled examples, with 167 bent-doubles and
28 non-bent-doubles. Mean

Using the features listed in Section 3.1.3, we repeated SE
10-fold cross-validation experiments 10 times for each
of the three ordering methods (100 trees per method
in total). In each experiment, the training set is first III.
randomly divided into ten parts, and the decision tree
grown based on nine parts at-a-time, is validated on the XVal
remaining one part. The results are given below. The
tree sizes and errors on each line are the means of the ten
such resulting trees. The errors combine both misclas-
sifications: bents classified as non-bents, and non-bents 0
classified as bents. The astronomers tolerate higher rates 1
of the latter errors, but would like to minimize the mis- 2
takes of the former type. 3

4

I. Ordered by method I.

Decision Tree

Size Errors

7.4 10.2%
7.0 8.8%
7.5 8.8%
7.4 11.2%
7.0 9.8%
7.7 8.7%
7.2 14.3%
7.1 12.8%
7.1 12.9%
7.2 11.3%

7.3 10.9%
0.1 0.6%

II. Ordered by method II.

Decision Tree

Size Errors

0 7.4 9.3%
1 7.7 9.8%
2 7.2 12.2%
3 8.0 10.3%
4 7.5 I0.7%
5 7.1 12.3%
6 7.2 14.8%
7 6.7 14.0%
8 6.8 11.3%
9 7.0 13.3%

7.3 11.8%
0.1 0.6%

Ordered by method III.

Decision Tree

Size Errors

6.0 9.7%
6.0 10.8%
5.9 8.7%
6.0 9.8%
5.9 9.7%



5 6.0 8.2%
6 5.8 10.2%
7 6.0 9.7%
8 5.8 9.8%
9 5.9 9.8%

Mean 5.9 9.6%
SE 0.0 0.2%

As expected, ordering method III gives the most accu-
rate results. Bent-doubles generally exhibit a symmetry
around the core, so this method makes the most sense
out of the three considered. We expected method II to
be the next best performer, but, to our surprise, method
I gave better results. Our astronomer collaborators indi-
care that there is no relationship between the flux mag-
nitude and the location of the core, so we are unable to
explain this result at present. Selecting the core accord-
ing to the largest angle, i.e. method II, gave the worst
results. We thought it would be superior to method I,
as there is greater connection between the geometry of
the source and bentness, than there is between the flux
and bentness. There are many bent-doubles with the
largest angle at the core, so we expected method II. to
be closer to method III. The latter picks up the two dif-
ferent types of symmetries (core is the largest, or core
is the smallest angle), while the former only considers
one of the symmetries (core is the largest angle). We are
exploring these issues in greater detail in order to fully
interpret the results. Note, however, that while the er-
rors are slightly different for the three ordering schemes,
they are on the same order. Also, the size of the training
set is relatively small at present.

A typical tree constructed with ordering method III
is given below.

Decision tree:

rs3_core_angle > 170.4:
:...cec_ellipticity <= 2.116:1 (13.0)
: cec_ellipticity > 2.116:5 (2.0)
rs3_core_angle <= 170.4:
:...pairac_rel dist <= 9.423:5 (143.0)

pairac_rel_dist > 9.423:
:...pairab_angle_geom <= 58.6:5 (4.0/1.0)

pairab_angle_geom > 58.6:
:...cec_rms <= 0.137:5 (5.0/2.0)

cec_rms > 0.137:1 (9.0)

Evaluation on training data (176 cases):

Decision Tree

Size Errors
6 3(1.7%) <<

(a) (b) <-classified as

22 3 (a): I (non-bent)
151 (b): 5 (bent)

Evaluation on test data (19 cases):

Decision Tree

Size Errors
6 2(10.5%) <<

(a) (b) <-classified as

1 2 (a): 1 (non-bent)
16 (b): 5 (bent)

The decision tree output lists the feature selected at each
node, as well as the value it is compared against. The
number after the colon indicates that the node in ques-
tion is a leaf node, and the number is the class assigned
to the leaf (5 denotes a bent-double, while 1 denotes 
non-bent double). The numbers in parenthesis at each
leaf node, (a/b), indicate that of the total samples at
that node, a samples belonged to the class assigned to
the leaf node, while b samples were of the class not as-
signed to the leaf node.

For the 3-entry cases, the decision trees based on this
ordering tend to pick combinations of angles and relative
distances as the most important features to discriminate
bent-doubles. Other features deemed important include
measures of ellipticity and symmetry -- features that
are all scale, rotation, and translation invariant. The
angles are usually either the core angle, or pairwise an-
gles calculated geometrically -- angles that are robust
to small changes in the data. The very reason we in-
cluded the geometrical angles, pair_angle_geom, is ex-
actly to avoid the sensitivity of the differenced angles,
pair_angle_diff, both explained in Section 3.1.2. The
trees generally ignore features related to the fluxes and
the areas. Overall, the trees make sense, and they pick
the features that we expected in the first place to be
closely related to bent-doubleness.

The trees based on the other two ordering schemes
were not as consistent as the ones corresponding to
the ordering method III. The discriminating features se-



lected occasionally included flux and area measurements,
and major axes lengths, in combination with distance
and angle values. A few trees that we examined se-
lected actual, rather than relative, distance measure-
ments. The actual distances, and other features such
as flux, area, and major axis, are poor discriminating
features, as they are not strictly scale invariant. The
brightness, and the size of an entry should not be related
to bent-doubleness. Our experiments thus indicate that,
given the current training set, the ordering methods I
and II are inferior to ordering method III in classify-
ing bent-doubles. They have relatively high accuracy,
but, on closer examination, they base the classification
on features that do not make sense from the domain sci-
ence point of view, and that keep changing from tree to
tree, depending on the training and validation sample
selected.

To reduce the number of features, we next repeated
the decision-tree building steps, including combinations
of the single, double, and triple features. The results
for 10 different 10-fold cross-validations for each of the
seven combinations, based on the ordering method III
are presented in Table 1. The table reinforces our ex-

Size Errors

single

double

single+double

Mean 11.2 19.7%
SE 0.1 0.5%

Mean 8.7 17.4%
SE 0.2 0.4%

Mean 10.7 19.2%
SE 0.2 0.5%

triple

single+triple

Mean 6.7 10.7%
SE 0.1 0.3%

Mean 6.4 8.5%
SE 0.0 0.4%

double+triple
Mean 7.1 11.6%
SE 0.1 0.5%

single+double+triple
Mean 5.9 9.6%
SE 0.0 0.2%

Table 1: Average of ten 10-fold cross-validation experi-
ments for each of the seven 3-entry feature combinations.

pectation that the most important features are the triple

ones. Using only the triple features, the misclassifi-
cation rate is 10.7%(0.3%), a small increase from the
9.6%(0.2%) achieved when using all the features. The
single and/or double features by themselves lead to close
to 20% errors. Adding the double features to the triples
slightly degrades the results, while adding the singles to
the triples slightly improves the results. Characteristic
features picked by single+triple combinations include el-
lipticity, symmetry, relative distance, and angle measure-
ments, while features selected by double+triple combi-
nations consist mainly of distance, area, flux, angle, and
ellipticity values. We are not sure what is causing this
behavior -- it could be a subtle issue, or just chance.
We are currently investigating it.

An early version of our decision tree, when used
for classifying unlabeled data, found several new bent-
doubles, as expected. For example, Figure 6 shows an
example of a new bent-double from the region the as-
tronomers had not looked at manually (left panel). What
is interesting is that the data mining process also found
a bent-double that the astronomers had missed (right
panel) during the visual inspection that generated the
training set. This illustrates some of the many benefits
of data mining techniques in the semi-automated explo-
ration of massive data sets.

Figure 6: Examples of new bent-doubles.

5 Summary

In this paper, we described how data mining techniques
can help astronomers detect radio galaxies with a bent-
double morphology in a semi-automated manner. Our
experiences indicate that the identification and extrac-
tion of relevant features plays a very important role
in the accuracy of the pattern recognition algorithms.
Though much remains to be done, our initial results ap-
pear very promising. Our immediate plans for the bent-
double problem include increasing the size of the train-
ing set, revising the catalog-based features, and adding
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image-based features. Revising the catalog-based fea-
tures has been an ongoing process. For the triple sources,
our average misclassification rate of about 10% is half the
rate we initially obtained during the first iteration of the
data mining process. New features, such as the angles
ACN and ABM in Figure 5, keep emerging as we discuss
our findings with our astronomer collaborators. They
expect that the smaller these angles, the more likely a
triple source is a bent-double. Another potential way to
improve the features derived from the catalog is to re-
move possible redundancies among the various angle and
distance measurements by combining them into fewer,
more relevant features. In addition, as we write our own
decision tree software, we are interested in seeing how
the accuracy of the trees generated for the bent-double
problem will change as we change the split criteria, or
use oblique decision trees induced by hill climbing, ran-
domization, or evolutionary algorithms (Cantfi-Paz and
Kamath, 2000). We also plan on using other pattern
recognition techniques such as neural networks to see
how they perform on the bent-double problem.
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